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INTRODUCTION: RESEARCH TRADITIONS
Drn atheism exist in the Midd!e Ages? While this question is not easy to answer in one
sentence, it is clear that the Middle Agcs were, in many ways, one of the dedsive periods in the history of atheism and therefore deserve attentlon. This statement may seem
surprising, and cerlainly it contradicts popular assumptions about the lviiddle Ages as a
dark and irrational periocL and atheism as a result of rational reasoning. Forthat reason
the present overview will start with an outline of the dominant popu!ar assumptions as
weil as the research traditions, before presenting the results ofempirical investigations.
On the one hand, it is very common to presume that Inquisitors or religious elites
in genend persecuted atheism du ring the Middle Ages. On the other hand, the Middle
Ages are thought to have been unable to even conceptualize the idea that there is no
God. The period is otten described as an age of t>lith, during which the doubts and the
rational critique against theological propositions that spread in the Modern Era were
unknown. These two assumptions are mutually exclusive and indicate that the study of
medieval atheism is a field ofcontroversies and many open questions and also, as will be
shown here, ofpopular myths.
Both these theories·-the persecution theory and the romantic Age ofFaith····go back
to traditionsemerging in sixteenth and seventeenth-century Europe, at that time deeply
involved in denominational conflicts. Within these struggles the idea gained ground
that advanced thinkers bad always seen through the machinations of the clergy, who
in turn had continuously tried to suppress the truth. Some medieval individuals were
narned as examples, mostly weil known personalities. They were taken from lists of
medieval heretics, which were first compiled by Protestants and Catholics in order to
proviele historical examples f()r their own respective positions. Many names gathered
in these corpora were inherited by the modern scholarly debate on atheism. Western
scholars also sought atlirmation from outside Europe tor their opposition towards
the establishecl Western Churches. They found them in Eastern writings ancl gathered
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from Arabic polemicalliterature as examples lor early Muslim atheists. During
nineteenth century the thesis gained grotind that Muslim philosophy was even
iristnunental for the emergence of enlightenment and atheism in Europe.
At the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century the
Europenn debate on atheism reached one of its flrst peaks. Hermann Reuter, John
Robertson, and Fritz Mauthner ~vvrole the i-irst cornprehensive histories of atheism. 'fhey summarized the examples and polemica! sources and handed them down
to scholars in the twentieth century, who were to become deeply intluenced by their
works (Reuter 1875··1877; Robertson 1899; Mauthner [1920-30 lt98s). 'The category
'atheism' they used (or 'enlightenment', which appeared as a synonym in their studies) was very broad. They ddined atheism, cnlightenment, scientitic and scho!astic
thinking, heresy, criticism of the church and free thought as part ofthe same opposing
rnovement against religion.
The seminal works just quoted were historica! sludies, but they wcre not written by
professionat historians. Rather, the scholar!y t-ie!cl was dominated by the theologians,
philosophers, and philologists. 'Jhese disciplines shaped the delinitions of atheism, the
choice ofsources as weU as the methods ofthc research tradition: individual writers and
their thoughts remained in t:he focus. During the twentieth century many writings of
both Arabic and Latin thinkers were edited and stuclied.
One important research result of this research made revisions inevitab!e and caused
controversies to the present A close look revealed that many ofthe assumed early heroes
ofatheism were much less radical than previously expected. Noneofthose named before
could be proven to have themsdves denied the existence of a God.
At the same time, historica! studies (e.g., Thomas 1950; Murray 1986; Gondich .1988;
Arnold 2005) showed that medieval societies were ün· less in line with official dogmas
than earlier generationsbad irnagined. While historians of the Middle Ages had largely
abstained from taking part in the debates on atheism, they hacl intensively investigated
medieval spirituallife in its concrete fürms.
On the basis of this research it makes theoretical and empiricat sense to presup ..
pose the existcnce of doubts about religious propositions, ignorance, disinterest, and
the absence of belief in the medieval world, both Muslim and Latin Christian. Yet,
the actual fürms and extent of this phenomenon, and its relation to modern atheism,
remain highly controversial even among those who generally favour this position. What
is more, the overall scarcity of medieval sources and especially the Iack of so callecl
ego-documents, autobiographical writings, and other documents produced by the people themselves testifying to their personal convictions, make general Statements of any
kind highly speculative.
Early experiments to include Jewish intluences on meclieval Latin philosophy have
not been tollowed up in recent years and there is generally less interest in atheism
among Jews in the Middle Ages. This is also true for Orthodox and ancient Oriental
Churches. Both Jews and Eastern Christians were not included in the European discourses sketched above and thus have remained in the shadow. '11le state of research is
therefore very unbalanced within the different fields of medieval studies.
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CHALLENGES TO INSTITUTIONALIZED
REUGIONS

Tl_H~ agc bcfore 1500 was a period of religious dynamics and diversity. Even the beliefs
ot those who tried to be more or less in line with the approved teachings were neither
simple nor unif()rm. Because of the overwhelming majority of i!literates there was also
sheer ignorance, which led to propositions different from orthodox theology. Where
some teachings and snippets of texts were known through oral transmission, they con~
tradicted experiences of everyday lifC. Men and women knew about practical processes
of procreation, IHC and death, production processes of food, necessities of commerce,
social realities, and other everyday concerns (Arnold 2010). Virgin birth, resurrection,
incarnation, transubstantialion, and other tenchings were not congruent with these
experiences. Even the philosophically trained thinkers, derics as weil as philosophers,
had their doubts about the incarnation. Common sense as weil as philosophy struggled with speculative teachings like the creatio ex nihilo. While the f(mns of opposition
against the main religions clifterecl dramatically between the Arabic ancl the Latin world,
they both hKecl a simple truth: not a single theological teaching, be it )ewish, Muslim,
or Christian (or pagan, l(Jr that matter), was left unquestioned eilher by polemies from
outside, by opposing groups from inside, or even by those who, with the best of intentions, could not help nottobe convincecl.
In two main waves ofheated inter- and intra-religious controversies the main arguments against Jewish, Christian, and Muslim teachings were developed and spreacl. The
lirst surf swept over Western ancl Central Asia cluring the first centuries ofMuslim rule.
lt was set in motion by the polemical debates between the religions and the philosophical circles (see Ess 1991-1997). The second wave includecl twelfth to fourteenth-centurv
Europe. At that time Europe received translations from classical philosophy and Arabi~
learning. In the emerging schools and universities these texts were discussed eagerly,
though not as radically as in the early Muslim world. Still, some masters in the Latin
universities and Byzantine scholars developed their own views on theology, the cosmos, creation, the stars, life and death, or anthropology, which difl'ered from orthodox
Christian doctrine. In the West, like in the East, religious rnovements and sects addi~
tionally challenged the institutionalized religions. To answer these challenges, apologetic tracts were written.
Some of the objections madt~ by medieval contemporaries have been interpreted as
signs of atheism ( e.g., the theory of the eternity of the world, mortality of the soul, invalidity of prophethood, faked sacred texts). While this might sometimes be the casean example will be given later-these elements alone cannot serve as a positive proof.
For what might be a cornerstone of atheism in the modern world could be part of an
individual way to believe in the Middle Ages. For example, the so-callecl 'Ortlieber: a
religious sect, believecl in the eternity of the worlcl (Föflel1993). The outspoken church
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Thomas Müntzer (1489-1525) rejectecl the divine revelation of the Bible, but was
"n•JU''th<ele!;s cleeply religious. Medieval religious discourses werein some respect more
·>A<vef'cthan m.odern ones.
Therefore, an unequivocal context for certain propositions is needed in order to
decide on their philosophicalmotivntion. In this respect, one missing element is most
striking: none of the medieva! polemies ever actively deniecl the existence of God or
even claimed an agnostic position for a given author. As a case in point, Burzöe the
Persian in the sixth century, after having failed to lind criteria to deckle which of the
bickering theologians defendecl the best religious system, clicl indeed turn away from
thetn all. Contrary to modern interpretations, howevcr, he did not renounce t~üth in
God.Instead, he continued his own individual ways to care for the afterlit'e ofhis sou\ by
pleasing God as best he could (Burzöe the Persian [soos[1912).

LAWS, HERESIOGRAPHY, AND THE AI,LEGED
PERSf:CUTION OF ATHEISTS
The sheer Iack of unequivocal sources is often explained by the assumption that atheists
were afraid to expose their ideas. Thus, a closer look at legal conceptions and persecutions in the Middle Ages is in order. Medieval sodelies were deeply concerned with
maintaining the ever-fragile order and internal peace. Personalloyalty or rather hüthfulness to God ancl man was the builcling block of society. Personal convictions, on the
other hat!Cl were not. Jewish, Christian, ancl Muslim religious Ieaders demanded personal acceptance ofbasic religious propositions by lay people. Abü I:Ianlfa (d. 767 CE),
an important Muslim theologian, held that tobe called a 'believer' a Muslim needed to
assent to the teaching of the one-ness of God and the prophethoocl of Mohammed (on
the concepts ofbeliever/unbeliever, see Griffel 2ooo). Sa'adya Gaon (882--942), an intluential )ewish sage, demanded that individuals should adhere to )uclaism with knowledge and active unclerstanding (Sa'adyä Gaon [933]1989). The Fourth Lateran Council
in the year 1215 demanded that Christians should firmly believe in the basic Credo ofthe
church.
Aüer all, however, these convictions were an individual soteriological problem.
Faith, on the other band, was also a cruciallegal and social category. The conception
comprised commitment and trust. Thus, those who were designated as 'unbelievers' in
medieval thinking were not primarily thought of as inclividuals who were not personally convinced of the existence of God. Rather, this term signified members of other
religions, enemies outside of one's own seCit!ar system of loyalty or rebels from the
inside. The English terms 'infidels', 'intidelity' and 'faithlessness' still show traces of this
understanding.
Any good Muslim or an acknowledged authority traclitionally had and still has the
right to takjlr, to declare a Muslimopponent as an 'unbeliever' in front of the community,
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which has serious consequences for the accused. Yet, in the past atheists were not
target of this accusation--at least, there is no proofthat they ever were. Only today
indictment can be shown to threaten atheists. Apostasy as defection was
·
dealt with in Muslim and Late Antigue Christian law and harshly punished. In """'"'Val
Christianity thc notion ofhcrcsy was more important. Judaism developed more al!ow~
ing legal constructions. A Je1vish apostate was pcrhaps counted as a bad Je\v, but he or
she remained Jewish. Neithcr of thesc legal practices det!ned apostasy as a synonym of
atheism (Slaughter 1993; Cohen 1999).
Medieval religious thinkers of the di llerent religions also developed conceptions of
religious unorthodoxy, which implied in their eyes disloyal, immoral, or even rebe!~
lious bchaviour. They defined certain rulings which led to the excornmunication of
such errant members or even to their seett!ar punishment. Concerning atheism the
Muslim-·Arabic world and the Latin world differed in t:heir concepts of deviance.
Muslim heresiography (Fss 2.on) contains terms like mulhid (lit. deviator), zindiq
(lil. Manichean) or dahri (lit. belicver in bte and the eternity of tbe world; see Samuli
Schielkc's ''Thc Is!amic Wor!d'). 'lhese notions designate a wider range of tcachings
and actions a writ:er deemed as aberrant, and they arc not synonymous with atheism.
Dahri, for example, could be used in a polemical way against Christi ans. Christianity
could even be called the worst dahriyya of all (Tmnous zow: 536). Yet, atheism could
clearly be one intended understanding of these conceptions in the heresiographical
Iiterature (Chokr 1993; Ess 2011; Crone 2012). On the other hand, all ofthe known individuals designated with these terms, as weil as all of those actually brought bel(>re comt
and punished, can be shown to have been believing in some God or gods (Stroumsa
1999). One itnportant example is the notorious critic oflslam, Ibn ai-Rawandi (c.827864/9u). Jewish heresiographers used some of the Arabic tertns already mentioned
(like dahri) as weH as the ominous notion 'Epicureans' to designate deviant groups.
This word appears in the Talmud. Friedrich Niewöhner has suggested that the term
included the idea of atheism (Niewöhner 1999). 'Ibis supposition is not undisputed
and no individual was ever identified tobe an atheist.
In the Latin world, an ever increasing mttnber of teachings and actions since the
eleventh century were judged as heresy. The debate on the mortality of the soul occupied the public and the inquisitorial tribunals in the Late Middle Ages alike (c.g.,
Murray 1986). At that time lawlessness and a libertine litestyle were also conceptualized as 'Epicureanism'. Similar to the Jewish sources 'Epicureans' were said to deny the
punishrnent of the soul in the hereafter. Therefore they seemed not to have a reason
to abide by the law. Vice versa, immoral individuals were called 'Epicureans' because
of their actions, regardless of their personal attitudes. As perpetrators often had no
secular enf(n·cement to fear and because of the resulting generallacl< of social peace,
'Epicureans' scemed tobe existing in great numbers, especially in Italy. In the inquisito~
rial protocols, however, contemporaries who deny the immortality of the soul, can only
very rarely be identified (Murray 1984).
Numerous inquisitorial protocols reveal a wealth ohmorthodox and radical beliefs,
Yet, among the suspects tried before court by the Inquisitor Bernard Gui (1261/2--1331)
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perhaps one peasant in 900 seems to have been an atheist (Given 1997). What is
the peasant in question and a small mtmber of others were punished for rival
t€,rtCIJULg>,, not for atheism. The sheer absence of belief in the existence of a God was
never ddlned as a heresy. As the inquisitorial and heresiological writings aimed to be
cornprehensive, this absence tnust be intentional.
In medieval Islam, blasphemy against the prophct and his companions by Muslims
or non~Muslims was conceptualized as rebellious behaviour. B!asphemy could be processed by a court and punished by death (Slaughter 1993; Wiederhold 1997).'This was
also the case in Latin Christianity from the thirteenth century. Although in modern
days medievai blasphemy has often been seen as a sign of medieval atheism, this int'er-ence is not conHrmed by empirical research on court protocols (Schwerhoff 2005).
During the Latin Middle Ages blasphemy was understood as a hostile speech act against
God, which could threaten the relation between him and his community on earth. In the
centw·ies after 1500 legislation against blasphemy seems indeed to have been directed
against athcists, but for the Middle Ages proof~ are tacking.
Religions doubt as a problem of religious law has been little studied. Religions
sceptics in a philosophical sense are again featured in Arabic Muslim heresiography
(Turki 1979; Ess 1991--1997). 'Thc}' are generally subsumed among one of the heretical categories mcntioned above, regardless of the personal belief they might havc
had. In Latin C:hristianity indications of religious scepticism of the philosophical
kindarenot extant. Neither scepticism nor spiritual doubts wcre featured in canon
or criminallaw. The famous norm 'Dubius in jide injidelis est ... ' from the decretals
by Pope Gregory IX (Corpus Iuris Canonici, vii, 1) has otten been rnisinterpreted.
Dubius is not the medieval term for a sccptic, but for unreliable humans or things
(like roads or relationships). The sentence is best unclerstood in the context of the
persecution of heretics. The decretal refers to an unreliable witness in court, when
heretics are questioned, because the witness has a tendency to heresy. Inquisitorial
manuals as well as ecclesiastical and crirninal law also show that doubt was never
detlned a crime.
'The persecution of religious dcviances was in any case restricted to certain areas,
religious trencls or jurisdictions-----the Abbasid caliphate, the Roman church--and
depended on aims, means and ends to carry out persecutions of certain propositions or
groups. Jewish communities in the Middle Ages had neither the means nor the strategies to persecute religious deviance violently. Christian minorities in Muslim countdes
also refrained from systematic persecution oftheir heretics as it would only have given a
pretext for external harassment by secular powers.
'lhe results of one hundred years of modern study of religious persecut:ions were and
are very useful for the history of atheism. The scarcity of positive witnesses for medieval atheism can today no Iongerbe explained by persecution. There is ample proof for
deviant propositions which were defended with conviction. Thus a dominant trope of
modern literature on atheism, the assumption that medieval atheists did not speak out
for fear, can now best be explained by the internal dynamics ofthe modern atheism dis~
course mentioned above.

SECULAR LITERATURE

Some of the examples for allegedly unbelieving individuals go back to secular Iiterature
like chronic!es, sagas, songs, poems and parodies of the Latin Christian workl. Since
the early Middle Ages stories were told about extremely impious contemporaries, who
mocked taith in God in the strongest tenns (Prinz 1989). Tales about impious kings and
nobles, about simple villagers and fools ancL last but not least, about the clergy itsclf,
entertained the public. Some of these accounts were transcultura!ly spread by attaching
them to new personages. Thesetextsare ohen critical ofthe sectdar and religious hierar~
chy and are part of the contemporary discourses on political power and the state of the
church. Parodiesand comical dialogues dearly serve to amuse, even in a sometimes dar~
ing manner. Monastic and pious life did not exclude rude jokes.
Whi!e there is every reason to assume thal somc mighty Iords were not vcry pious,
the source value of the narrations is !imited because of these critical tendencies. Also
the wording is misleading. Philological stuclies show that the very phrase 'to deny God'
or 'not to believe in God' bad a wider meaning in the Middle Ages, comprising 'to almegate, to defect' or 'not to trust'. The texts on secming non-believers therefore indude a
wider range of deviant and disloyal behaviour than the wording suggests. As an exatnple a wilful French knight shall be mentioned, who mutilatecl two other knights and
betrayed their trust in him. Because of this action he is callecl a cruel enemy of the faith
who negates and abjurates God and the faith ( Vaux-de-Cerney, u8--32), again regardless
ofhis personal religious convictions. 'lhis phrase refers to the Biblical Psalm14 'the fool
says in his heart that there is no God', which mentions a tyrannical person, who does not
care for the neecls of the weak. Read in the context the fool of the Psalms clearly atlirms
the existence of a GocL but he does not care about his commandments. Thus, the sentence 'he says in his heart that there is no God' was often connected with irresponsible
and immoral individuals in order to criticize them, even ifthe narrator cleady knew that
the person in question believed in a God (Weltecke 2010: 261).
In secular literattue there arealso stories narrated about individuals, often about noble
men, who were severely tormented by religious doubts. They servecl as examples ofbad
human fate and must be interpreted within the context ofthe respective works where they
appear. More ofthese examples are gathered in spiritualliterature, discussed further on.

THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE AND TH.E
CASE OF THE PROOFS

.................... ...................................

............... .

The first medieval thinkers to probe the idea that there is no God were philosophers
du ring the period of the formation of Muslim speculative theology (eighth to tenth

cetlturies·J. They, for example, recorded disputations between a Muslim and various reli. opponents. Some of these adversaries allegedly came torward with the confession
they did not believe in the existence of a God (Chokr 1993: 1nfF.; Daiber 1999), often
be convinced of tbe contrary by the victorious Muslim in the course of the debate.
f(er•esi•:Jgl-ap,hers systematically described the propositions of various deviant groups)
among them again groups of peop!e \Vho denied that there existed anything outside the
tangible world. These groups are sometimes also referred to as ancient philosophers
and in general remain rather oblique (Ibn Warräq in McDermott 1984). The Muslim
writers interpreted these propositions not only as aberrant thoughts, but also in ethical
terms: they saw themasarrogant philosophy) as moral deftciency, anarchy or madness
and t(JI!y. The )ewish sage Sa'adyi\ Gaon also referrecl to those who clicl not bdieve in the
existence of God as ignorants or libertines driven by their clesires (Sa'aclyi\ Gaon [933]
1989: 33: Stroumsa 1999: ~<10 ). These judgements latet· also reappear in the Latin world,
where the interpretation of atheism as foolishness clominated.
Muslim theologica! writings of di!ferent genresoften contained a proof of the exist··
ence of God. Muslim and Jewish thinkers also gathered philosophical reasons for the
contrary. 'Ihey then setout to refute these arguments. Thesedemonstrations are oft:en
placed at the beginning oftheir comprehensive works ofspeculative theology as will be
the case later in the Latin world.
Thcre is an on--going controversy among scholars of Islam on the relation between
these passages, the adversaries they rnention, and the socialreality of the time. Crone
argues that these works confirm the existence of atheism (2012). Stroumsa stresses the
observation that no individual was shown to have held this idea. She rejects the idea that
the texts refer to real atheists (Stroumsa 1999: 122·-A).
In the European world some arguments of the early Muslim world were repeatecl
some centuries later. At that time the professionalizecl speculative theologians of the
era of the so-called scholasticism (tweH\h to t(l!lrteenth centuries) composed the
proofs of Gocl's existence. The Latin Masters actively quotecl some Arabic scholars.
In the tract by Anse Im of Canterbury (c. 1033-·-1109), who started the traclition, the
adversary is clearly a theoretical construct ( [1078] 1986): again we meet the fool, who
speaks in his heart that there is no God (Psalms 14 and 51). This time, the phrase is
meant in the literal sense. Informand scope Anselm's work reaches a new Ievel cornpared to earlier Christian commentaries to this Psalm. Anseltn strives to dispule the
thesis that there is no God with rational arguments and without the help of revealecl
truths. In the tdlowing centuries these !in es of reasoning l(mn part of the introcluctions of the great theological works of the masters, which were the obligatory text-·
books of the time (Daniels 1909). These broadly reacl school works were the Summae
as well as the commentaries on the Sententiae of Peter the Lombard. One most influential author of a Summa, Thomas Aquinas (c.1225--1274) probed the theistic proposition without mentioning any historical adversary ([1265--1274]1888-1906: I-I, qu .
2, art. iii). William of Ockham (1285/90-1348), another important master, refers to
anonymaus contemporaries who doubt that there is a God ([1322-4] 1980: I, 1. 1,
2, 27-8).
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The proofs did not establish the basis of belief, eilher in the Arabic or in the
treaties. Belief was given by faith. Opponents of Muslim and Latin speculative Lneotog\(
even considered these proofs to be superftuous at best and heretical <ll worst. In
eyes God surpassed human reasoning. Yet the arguments demonstrated the
the rational method the intellectuals advocated (Stroumsa 1999: 122fT.). Here, too, some
modern scholars support the theory that the nnonymous non--believers of Williarn of
Ockham and the generat interest in these demonstrations represent real atheists of the
time (Reynolds 1991; Pluta 2011).
1-towever, there are good reasons to assume that those who systematically trented the
sentence that there is no God were not the heterodox philosophers. Rather the orthodox
theologians themselves developed the argument. One may say, therefore, that beside the
ancient traditions one of the main roots of Western athcism is the spec:ulative theology
of the Middle Ages. The diflerence between the medieval world and the modern era is
not so much an lncrease of radicality or validity of the proposition, but rather the htct
that at the time none of the Latin masters, neither theologians nor philosophers, took the
thought seriously. Consequently, unlike many other propositions (e.g., the eternity of
the world), the sentence (there is no God' was never banned ti·om being discussed in the
European schools. It could be treated ns a sophistic assertion of the same quality as the
absurd statement that the Trojan War is still continuing. In this context Siger of Brabant
(c.1240-1283) presented the idea that there is no God in his so-called lmpossibilia,
intended for the training of stuclents in logical clisputation ( [c.1270SJt974: 67 97 ).
A case in point is the pagan interlocutor in a fictitious inter~religious clisputation
between a )ew, a Christian, and a Muslim by Raimundus Lullus (1232/3-1316). 'Ihis pagan
man, clearly a theoretkal construct !ike Anse!m's fooL is presented as a sad and ignorant
fool as long as he has no knowledge of God. Only after being introduced to this basic
information by the three religious sages is he designated a (wise philosopher' (Ram011
Lull [c.1270S]). The reception of the materialistic cosmography of Lucretius (c.99-C.55
BCE) in the Latin Middle Ag es isanother example. Far from ever appearing on black lists
the work was copied a few tim es for monastedes in the early Micldle Ages. The work was
repeatedly used as a stylistic model, yet was not taken seriously as a cosrnological theory.
In the scholars' eyes, Lucretius was simply a poor mac!tnan with absurd ideas, who sufferecl from a terrible life and death (Reeve 2007).
Hugh ofSt Victor (1096-1141) in Paris explained different Ievels oftiüth. On the lowest
Ievel the existence ofGod is recognized (jides cognitionis). On the next Ievels the divine
truth is accepted and actively taken on, the believer entirely trusts his life to God, he now
believes in God (Weltecke 2010: 437). An educated man from the schools hacl at least
reached the first Ievel. Knowledge of God distinguishecl him li'om ignorant peasants,
women, or beasts. Writers occasionally reveal the anxiety that perhaps it was the other
way round and the bellever might be the fool, yet this apprehension remained an undercurrent. Only at the end ofthe Middle Ages the tides seem slowly to begin to turn. Same
scholars, like their Muslim Counterparts centuries earlier, connect the idea of doubts in
belief or in the purposefulness of any religious cult to the arrogance of philosophy as
well as to bodily ailments (Hankins 2007). At the occasion of the C:ouncil ofConstance,
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'"'Poggio Braccioloni (1380-·1459), who, like other humanists, browsed olcllibrar··
search of old manuscripts, visited the monastefies ofthe region. He came across a
iJ1lat1iL1SC:ri[Jl ofLucretius and, while remairring a theist himselt; considered the materiali,;t oosrnolof;yat least worth studying. A new era began.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION AND
SPIRITUAL CARE

Doubts free of adherence to a heresy were gathered in books used for education and
for spiritual edification. One could perhaps also read Sa'adyä Gaon's Book of Beliefsand
Opinions in this context. Sa'adyä was a sagacious teacher indeed, who took t:he doubts of
students seriously and as onc step towards kncnvledge (Sa'adyä Gaon [9.131 L989: 9-··26).
At the same time Sa'adyä polemicized against those who rejected rational inquiring of
this kind. Sa'adyä mentions people who seemed not to believe in or to worship any God
or Gods (ibid.: 34-5). Interestingly, he does not dispule the idea that there is no Gocl, but
instead refutes the proposition that there are two (ibid.: 37fF.). Dualistic theology in general was the more menacing tendency for monotheists than atheis.m and thus reappears
in polemies and theoretical theology. This was also the case in the Latin world. Ramön
Sibiuda (d. 1436) wrote a tract for not professionally trained monks (like Carthusians),
nuns and laypeople also covering dualism and many other doubts about orthodox
Christian teachings, but not atheism ([1434·-6]1966).
Following early traditions the Latin Christian world conceptualized religious doubts
as 'temptations', as something which torments the believer with God's assent to p.rove
his worth. Pope Gregory the Great (c.s4o--604) wrote about them, and he was widely
read in monastic and clerical circles. Du ring the next centuries temptations all in all
remained behind the walls ofthe monastedes and inside the confessors' chambers. Only
at the threshold to the High Middle Ages, the Benedictine MonkOtloh ofSt Emmeram
(c.1010--79) wrote openly about them.Instead of'philosopher' as a 'friend of wisdom' he
calls the protagenist ofhis story a 'friencl ofdoubts' (amator dubitationis). This persona
doubts the truth of the Holy Scriptures and the existence of God. His own sad situation
and the terrible state ofthe world seemed plausible arguments (Otloh ofSt Emmeram
[1o6os]1999: 256, 286). Ademon seems tosusurrate these destabilizing thoughts into
his ear. Mention should be made here of a contempomt·y pamllel from the Muslim
world. In his philosophical parable 'Hayy b. Yaqzän' the l'ersian scholar Ibn Sina
(973/980-1037) also speaks about demons whispering into the ear ofhumans and taking over their thoughts and their behaviour. 'They suggest that there is no eternal being
that rules in heaven (Ibn Slnä, § 19, p. 46). Otloh had no knowledge of Ibn Sllla. Yet the
faithful Oll both sides of the Mediterraneall faced similar problems and found similar
ways to describe alld to conceptualize them. Otloh intended his Uber de Temptatione
for llovices who suffered like the tempted persona of his narration did. Some modern
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scholars struggled to accept Otloh's sentences for what they are, but Otloh is suth,:iellthri'
explicit about them, Other writers were much n10re oblique. Edifying sellf-cles•crilJti(>ni
by cloubters, although written to the present age, are very rare.
More often tltheist thoughts are re!ated about others. These stories, edifying exernp[[i
intended für use in the spiritual care, were espedally tokl about unschooled hermits,
rnonks, nuns, and reduses. The religious sincerity and the high morality of these per~
sonas were given within the frame ofthese narrations (not in others) and thus Iistencrs
could identify themselves with their struggles.
Another way to interpret athcist thoughts was to declare them as Iack of knowledge.
When Latin pastors became more interested in the religious state ofthe lay communities
during the central Midclle Ages, atheistic feelings among them were noted. One ofthese
acute observers was Peter of Cornwall, the Prior of Holy Trinity in Algate (c.1139··r 221 ).
In the pretirce to a workofhis Peter wrote that few people still believed in idols nowadays,
but many assumed that there was no God, that the world was eternal nnd that it was ruled
by chance, not by divine providence. Peter interpreted these erroneous convictions as
chilclish ignorance. He claims to confront these doubts with a collection of narrations 011
visions (Fianagan z.oo8: 86). A hundred years later Guillaume Peyrault (c.1200---71) also
treated the problem of non .. belief in his widely read work intended tor (not university
trained) pastors and lor their !lock in the eitles (Guillaume Peyrault, 46). He explained
to them that the beliefthat there is no God was an utterly t(>olish proposition. Those who
accepted such a thcory as true were not even worth a punishment. They needed bmins
instead of beatings. Four hundred years betöre Blaise Pascal (1623-62) and 400 years
after the first Muslim thinkers (C:hokr: 1993: 124) he demonstrated tbat to believe was
the more prudent and the morerational decision. While Guillaume acknowledged the
Iack of empirical proof he stressed tbat believing would cause no harm, should it be
unfounded. Not to believe, however, could result in an unwelcome surprise in the Ülce of
the Divine )udge after death (Guil!aume Peyrault, 50-51; Weltecke 2010: 445f).
By regularly asking penitents whether they believed 'firmly' as was demanded by the
Fourth Lateran Council, confessors became aware of doubts. The situation ofconfession
itself also gave rise to introspection and doubts. As reformers were aware of this correlation they advised parsans not tobe too harsh with tormented penitents. However,
the theologians did not consider tbese teelings worthy of theological and philosophical
consideration.
As the Latin pastoral refonners tried to systematize acts and thoughts by the com·
munilies they cleveloped the receivecl Early Christian categories of vices and virtues
since the 13th century. These categories reveal their observations and interpretations.
An important category was a.cedia. Acedia (among other aspects) dcscribed a state in
which a person's relation towards faith and the church in generalwas aflectecl. In this
case feelings like strong teclium, dislike of ancl indifl'erence towards Gocl ancl everything
spiritual accompanied the reluctance to act as one should. Acedia by definition named a
pure rejection of and disinterest in tilith on an ascending scale. In the midclle of the fif·
teenth century the Augustinian C:anon Stephan ofLandskron (cl. 1477) in Vienna wrote
a spiritual work in German f(>r lay people in the eitles who were able to read German.
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book, The Road to Heaven (hymelstraß), is very mild in its exhortations and easy
Talking about acedia he acknowleclged feelings and thoughts against the faith
already hacl become traditional. Accorcling to Stephan, these teelings destroyecl
internal consent to t~üth. Yet one should not distress oneself because of such
'i,ncotH!'I.Htt:cl thoughts. Only when a person gave his or her inner consent to this clislike
became a capital sin (Stephan von Landskron, f. l07.X--·l02V). This is also the case
those who despised, actively scorned or disturbed the celebration of the sacraments
church because of their irreconcilable ewersinn (Stephan von Landskron, C 53r). As
sin acedia was punished with excommunication. In order to obtain penitence one
to ask for it with sincere contrition. According to these writings contrition was not
understood. Stcphan is very aware that his admonitions reached only those who
were interestcd in their spiritual weli~lre.
In the early Muslim world the theodicy problemwas discussed intensively because of
the confrontation between monotbcist and dual ist religions. In Eastern Christian communities the experience ofcatastrophes led to a theological dcbate on the theodicy question. In the Latin world thc theodky problemwas of no concern for theoretical thought
until the New Iviodern Era. Latin theoreticians relied largcly on traditional answers
from the Late Antiquity like the Consolatio l'hi/osophiae by Boethius (475/8-c.s25). As
an answer to why the tyrant was not bindered by the almighty God, lloethius explained
that the tyrant might do what he liked but not what he really wished. The true ailn of
everything human, he said, was the highest good. The tyrant, however, was never able
to reach it. In this respect the oppressor is powerless, in spite ofhis worldly might. More
than 400 manuscripts of this text are extant, many commentaries explain the diflicult
language. Boethius even provided an influentialmodel t(Jr explaining fugacity, telicity
anti providence. Later writers strove to emulate him and composed consolatory books
(Auer 1928). Other philosophical traditions like stoicism taught how to endru·e injustice.
Astrotogers explained catastrophes with the laws of nature and the effects ofthe stars.
When practitioners were confronted with concrete qucstions concerning Divine
)ustice in the t:oce of earthly injustices they conceptualized these protests as a vice, the
vice of murmur. Numerous examples in the spiritual literature confirm that murtnur
was something of an ambicnt noise of meclieval Christian life. Many pastors saw murmur during a deadly disease as especially dangerous for the souland constantly warned
against impatience (impatientia) during illness. They acknowledged that on their death ·
bed some people were aftlicted with fury and spoke in their hearts 'there is no God at all,
there is no justice' (Stephan von Landskron: f 2oov-2o1r).

CONCLUSION

'The medieval per.iod was decisive for the formation of the atheist discourse in two ways.
Intensive interreligious debates and the protessionalization of theology and philosophy produced rational, philosophically founded polemies against particular religious
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systems by the different opponents. In the modern world, these arguments were
tobe taken up by critics of any religion. The atheistalternative in the Micldle Ages
existed as a thought. Yet it is known to us as a theoretical construct by the orn"'"''"'
academics themselves. Themasters gathercd argurnents for and against the pne>p<ositio,n"
that there is no God, without ever affirming it themselves. As their debate au""'""'"·~"
and surpasscd the ancient discussion on athcism and as their trcatrnent was an integral
part of any systematic theo!ogical tract, one could argue that the scholars were in
also respon.siblc for thc emergence of the phenomenon itself. At any rate their "'''"""
was also taken up after the year 1500 by critics ofrdigion.
Although there are ohvious diflCrenccs between the established religions' moattnen!
of the atheistic idea there arealso clear parallels. Tbe Latin world even repeated debates
some centuries after the early Muslims, albeit not on the samehigh intellectuallevel.
ln general thc medieval reactions to the absence of 6ith are similar among each other
and difl"Cr from the modern world. In contrast to modern obsessions with the atheistn
debate, the medieval worlds did not takc athcism all too seriously. InstcacL re!igious and
sendar elitcs largely considered alternative religious convictions as rnuch morc clanger~
ous than no bdiefat all.
From thc cxtant court records and legal collections it seems that neit.her religious Iaw
nor any concrete forms of persecution were aimed at the persccution of atheists. 'Dte
reason for the Ütct that no heterodox philosophers are known who afiirmed the atheist
idea, was certainly not the fear of persecution. Atheism was considered as an immoral~
ity, as a sign of ignorance, or as a spiritual problem. For that reason atheistic feclings
among the public were treated with educational means and confCssional admonition.
Latin Christianity systematizcd atheistic thoughts as a spiritual problcm and as a vice.
Finally, to come back to the questions asked in the beginning: did atbeism exist in the
Middle Ages? The answer will be yes and no: modern atheism developed within a specific discourse, which rests on medieval roots but which startecl with a radical reshuffle
of medieval arguments. There are good sources to argue, however, that there were people who did not believe in the existence of a Gocl or gods.
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Ainsi la.f(wsse opinion
Se rnasquant de religion,
Elle peut nuirc davantagc,
Que qttand ce rnasque esl:ant- oste,
On se garde qu'elle nbutrage,
nn de(.:ouvranl de quel coste
Pourroit arriver le donunage.
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ATHEISTS AND ATHEISM

there atheists and was there atheism in the Renaissance and the Reformation?
There are no clear records for self-professed atheists at the twilight of the Renaissance
and the Reformation. Still Marin lvlersenne, the influential member of the order of the
Mtnim Friars and an acquaintance of Rene Desnutesand other notable philosophers,
believed that atheists masked themselves as Christians andin his Questiones celeberrimae in genesirn of 1623 he states that one can fmd fifty thousand atheists solely in Paris
(lvlersenne 1623: cols. 235·-462). just four years earlier the Italian philosopher Giulio
Cesare Vanini was tried and executed by the Parlement of Toulouse for the crimes of
li!se~majesti and atheism. To be sure IVlersenne counted Vanini among contemporary
atheists (leHne 1976). Literperiods often eilher questioned Mersenne's inflated numbers
or objected to his attack against imaginecl atheists. Voltaire, for instance, was not con~
vinced. In bis Dictionnaire philosophique, he contradicts lvlersenne (whom he sarclonically calls 'le minime et tres rninime lv!ersenne') by not only claiming that Vanini was
not an atheist but that presumed. atheists were usually mere unorthodox philosophers
WERE

